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A thermodynamically guided atomistic Monte Carlo methodology is presented for simulating systems
beyond equilibrium by expanding the statistical ensemble to include a tensorial variable accounting for the
overall structure of the system subjected to flow. For a given shear rate, the corresponding tensorial
conjugate field is determined iteratively through independent nonequilibrium molecular dynamics
simulations. Test simulations for the effect of flow on the conformation of a C50H102 polyethylene liquid
show that the two methods (expanded Monte Carlo and nonequilibrium molecular dynamics) provide
identical results.
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Traditionally, the Monte Carlo (MC) method has been
thought of as an efficient tool for simulating the properties
of long-chain molecules only under equilibrium condi-
tions, since it is a nontrivial matter to drive an ensemble
of system configurations to sample statistically appropriate
nonequilibrium phase-space points corresponding to an
imposed external field. The first attempt to overcome
such a limitation was made about 10 years ago [1] when
a field-on MC procedure was designed and implemented to
simulate chain molecules subjected to a homogeneous
extensional flow at constant elongation rate in one direc-
tion (which has perhaps the simplest kinematical structure
in nonequilibrium MC simulations of flowing systems).
Although still quantitatively unrealistic, this first effort
demonstrated the significant role of such a (synthetic)
nonequilibrium thermodynamic force field in driving chain
conformations. In a later study [2], it was shown how one
can take advantage of the general equation for the non-
equilibrium reversible-irreversible coupling (GENERIC)
formalism of nonequilibrium thermodynamics, a widely
applied thermodynamic framework of a number of physi-
cal systems [3]. It was shown how to formulate rigorously
MC simulation schemes in well-defined expanded or gen-
eralized statistical ensembles. Key elements of the new
simulation technique, also termed the GENERIC MC
method, are the vector x of the proper state variables, the
vector � of the corresponding conjugate fields, and the
relevant probability density function ����.

Despite its thermodynamic foundation, however, it has
always remained an open question whether or not the
GENERIC MC method is capable of generating or sam-
pling the true nonequilibrium structure of the system under
a given flow field. More specifically, the following ques-
tions remained open: Would such a formal extension of the
equilibrium statistical thermodynamics (through the intro-
duction of additional field terms) be justified even for
systems far beyond equilibrium? If yes, would then the
choice of the (coarse-grained) thermodynamic variables
and of their conjugate force fields (the so-called

Lagrange multipliers in GENERIC) be good enough to
reproduce such a complicated nonequilibrium structure
of the system? And, more importantly, would it be possible
to give such synthetic force terms a clear physical meaning
in relation to the real flow fields? For example, can one
establish an analytical correlation between the Lagrange
multiplier and the velocity gradient tensor in shear and
elongational flows?

We address many of these issues in this Letter by
directly comparing the results of the GENERIC MC
method with those obtained through a brute-force applica-
tion of the nonequilibrium molecular dynamics (NEMD)
method. The comparison is made for the case of shear flow
for two reasons: (a) This is considered as one of the most
difficult cases to generate with the GENERIC MC method
because it requires a rather complicated form of the
Lagrange multiplier, and (b) it is the most important flow
with the widest applications in rheology.

In the generalized canonical GENERIC ensemble [3],
the probability density function ���� is written as
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�
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where z denotes the phase space consisting of the atomistic
position and momentum coordinates. The Lagrange multi-
plier �k represents an intensive thermodynamic force ex-
citing its conjugate extensive thermodynamic quantity, �k.
The corresponding thermodynamic state variable xk is
simply the average of �k. The total set of state variables
x of the physical system is typically expressed as x �
f��r�;u�r�; "�r�;X�r�g, where � is the mass density, u
the momentum density, " the internal energy density, X
the structural variable(s) characterizing nonequilibrium
states, and r the position vector. The Lagrange multipliers
�k are defined through
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where S denotes the entropy. Based on this definition and
the fundamental evolution law of the GENERIC formalism
for the set of state variables x [3], we find that, under
steady-state conditions, the Lagrange multipliers obey the
kinematic equation

 � � �
1

kB
M�1 �L�x� �

�E�x�
�x

: (3)

While L�x� and E�x� in Eq. (3), controlling the
Hamiltonian reversible dynamics of system, are relatively
well known for many physical systems [3], the form of the
friction matrix M�x� representing the irreversible dissipa-
tive dynamics depends on the physical system under con-
sideration and usually requires physical insight to define.

We restrict ourselves here to the simplest but still most
successful case of the coarse-grained structural variable X
for a system under flow, namely, the conformation tensor ~c
[3–5]. Then, following Mavrantzas and Theodorou [1], we
extend the Helmholtz free energy A of equilibrium systems
to nonequilibrium systems as

 d
�
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�
� �
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�
�
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V
kBT� : d~c; (4)

where V is the volume of the system, T the temperature, N
the number of molecules, � the chemical potential, and kB
Boltzmann’s constant. The last term accommodates the
effect of an external field for which � represents a non-
equilibrium force variable conjugate to ~c. � is directly
related to the Lagrange multiplier � in the GENERIC
formalism [� � ��N=V��].

In the case of simple shear flow, from the symmetry
property of ~c, it is easily recognized that � is to have only
four independent nonzero components: �xx, �xy, �yy, and
�zz. In order to find the numerical values of these four
components for a given shear rate (to be used as input to the
GENERIC MC simulations), one can resort to known
viscoelastic models such as the upper-convected
Maxwell, the Giesekus, the finitely extensible nonlinear
elastic with the Cohen approximation (FENE-C), and the
hybrid FENE-C/Giesekus model [4]. For all of them, the
evolution equation can be expressed in the form of [4]
 

~̂c�� � �����"
�A�~c�
�~c�"

� �nkBT����"��";

��� �
1

nkBT
�A�~c�
�~c��

:
(5)

Here ~̂c�� denotes the upper-convected derivative of ~c��
and n the chain number density, while the Einstein sum-
mation convention has been assumed over repeated indi-
ces. Note also that, in the case considered here, the element
M44 of the M matrix in Eq. (3) has the form of T����" [2]
where the fourth-order relaxation matrix � for most single-

conformation tensor models can be cast into the following
general form:

 ����"�~c� � f1�I1��~c����" � ~c�"��� � ~c����"

� ~c�"���� � 2f2�I1��~c��~c�" � ~c�"~c���:

(6)

In Eq. (6), I1 is the first invariant (the trace) of ~c, � the unit
tensor, and f1 and f2 arbitrary functions of I1. When
applying Eqs. (5) and (6) to the simple steady-state shear
flow described by the kinematics

 ru �
0 0 0
_� 0 0
0 0 0

0
@

1
A; (7)

�zz turns out to be identically zero. The same reduction has
been adopted in the current work in order to study its
consequences and thus appreciate the suggestions of the
known viscoelastic models. That is, we assume that the
form of � that generates a shear flow is

 � �
�xx �xy 0
�xy �yy 0
0 0 0

0
@

1
A: (8)

With the form of Eq. (8) for �, GENERIC MC simula-
tions were executed in the semigrand canonical ensemble
[6] for a system consisting of 120 linear C50H102 molecules
in a rectangular box, enlarged in the x direction (flow
direction), with dimensions (x	 y	 z) of 93	 45	
45 �A3 (y and z axes are chosen as the velocity gradient
and the neutral directions, respectively). We chose 5 differ-
ent nonequilibrium states corresponding to 5 different
values of the Deborah (De) number equal to 0.425, 1.06,
4.25, 21.3, and 106. De is defined as the product of the
imposed shear rate _� and the longest relaxation time of the
system, �R; here, �R 
 0:5 ns as estimated by the integral
below the curve describing the time decay of the autocor-
relation function for the chain end-to-end vector.

For each one of these 5 values of De, initial values for
the 3 parameters �xx, �xy, and �yy were obtained by
solving a hybrid FENE-C/Giesekus model for the given
De. With an initial value for�, GENERIC MC simulations
were executed with the well-known connectivity-altering
end-bridging move [6], allowing for a small polydispersity
index I (
1:083) and a uniform distribution of chain
lengths in the simulated system. All GENERIC MC simu-
lations were performed with the SKS united-atom potential
model [7], at temperature T � 450 K and mass density
� � 0:744 g=cm3. For any given De, the results of the
GENERIC MC simulation for ~c at the corresponding value
of the Lagrange multiplier � were compared against those
obtained by a brute-force execution of the NEMD method
for the same De [8]. Although the initial values of �
suggested by the FENE-C/Giesekus model were very use-
ful to start with, they turned out not to be sufficiently
accurate. Thus, a few iterations (6–8) were required for
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each state point in order for GENERIC MC and NEMD-
based simulation results to converge, for the given value of
shear rate. The objective function minimized in each such
iteration was essentially the root mean square of the de-
viation of the GENERIC MC data for ~c from the corre-
sponding NEMD data:

 Fobj �

�����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������Pntype

i�1 wi��Ri;GENERIC MC � Ri;NEMD�=Ri;NEMD�
2Pntype

i�1 wi

vuut ;

where ntype is the number of data types, wi a weighting
factor, and R the result for ~c either from the GENERIC MC
method or from the NEMD simulation. Since in this work a
zero value was chosen for �zz, the contribution of ~czz was
removed and ntype was thus equal to 3 (~cxx, ~cxy, and ~cyy).
Also, in this work, the same weight was used for ~cxx, ~cxy,
and ~cyy; i.e., w�~cxy� � w�~cxx� � w�~cyy�.

Figure 1 presents the values of the 3 components of the
tensor � that were found to reproduce accurately the
corresponding nonequilibrium state for the simulated
C50H102 system at each shear rate, as a function of the
imposed De. �xx and �xy appear to increase with increas-
ing shear rate, a trend which is considered physically
reasonable, since chains are to be more and more oriented
and extended along the x direction with increasing shear
rate. From our experience with the iterative procedure
followed here, an increase in the value of �xx or �xy
usually results in an increase in the values of both ~cxx
and ~cxy. Furthermore, �xx has a stronger effect on ~cxx
than �xy; �xy, on the other hand, is correlated with ~cxy
and ~cyy more than �xx. On the contrary, ~czz always ap-
peared to decrease upon increasing either �xx or �xy. For
all strain rates, ~cyy was found to be well controlled by �yy;
the latter was always negative and its magnitude was
shown to increase rather fast compared to �xx and �xy.

It is very important to note that the above information for
the dependence of � on De can be used to calculate the
(nonequilibrium) free energy of system—see Eq. (4)—
through thermodynamic integration. This is extremely use-
ful in the theoretical development of nonequilibrium ther-
modynamics, as well as in developing viscoelastic models.

Comparisons were made of the conformation tensor
components between the GENERIC MC simulations (cor-
responding to the � values shown in Fig. 1) and the direct
NEMD simulations. As seen in Figs. 2(a)–2(c), ~cxx, ~cxy,
and ~cyy from the GENERIC MC method are all in excellent
agreement with their corresponding values from NEMD
simulations at each shear rate studied. The same was found
to be true for the birefringence, especially for De numbers
less than 10. These results confirm that our thermodynami-
cally guided GENERIC MC methodology is capable of
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FIG. 1. Plot of the thermodynamic force field � versus De.
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FIG. 2. Comparison of the conforma-
tion tensor components between NEMD
and GENERIC MC simulations, as a
function of De number: (a) ~cxx, (b) ~cxy,
(c) ~cyy, and (d) ~czz. The error bars are
smaller than the size of the symbols.
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correctly reproducing a nonequilibrium structure similar to
that observed in the real system under flow. It is only for the
~czz component of the conformation tensor ~c that the agree-
ment between MC and NEMD results is relatively poor.
This is related to our selection of a zero value for the �zz
component of �, as suggested by the currently available
conformation tensor models, which apparently is not an
appropriate choice. The prediction for ~czz would not be
improved even if one made use of a linear superposition of
multiple conformation tensors as long as a zero value of
�zz is chosen for each individual mode. Only by allowing
for couplings between the different modes, ~czz might be
improved to some extent; however, such a coupling cannot
be justified on firm physical basis. This argument is also in
line with the short length of the simulated polyethylene
system (C50H102) for which higher modes are less impor-
tant compared to the first one. Clearly, to reproduce exactly
~czz, a nonzero �zz component should be incorporated in the
GENERIC MC method. Our simulations, therefore, sug-
gest that the rather general form of the friction matrix,
Eq. (6), characterizing this family of models needs to be
improved. This is quite important since the azz component
is directly related with the capability of the model(s) to
reproduce the second normal stress coefficient.

Based on the GENERIC [3] and/or generalized bracket
[4] expressions for the elastic part of the stress tensor,
simple symmetry requirements lead also to the following
important relation between � and ~c in shear: �xx��yy

�xy
�

~cxx�~cyy
~cxy

. The GENERIC MC results are shown in Fig. 3, and

they nicely confirm that the employed methodology indeed
generates the correct structure of the stress tensor in the
C50H102 system.

In conclusion, we have presented the first successful
effort to use a nondynamic method in order to generate a
realistic shear flow of an unentangled polymer liquid. In
addition to providing valuable information for the true
forms of free energy functions for systems beyond equi-

librium, the present work has other beneficial aspects. For
example, it would be feasible to combine GENERIC MC
simulations with NEMD simulations in order to calculate
faster the important dynamic properties of the melt. Also,
combining the proposed GENERIC MC methodology with
useful coarse-grained models that have appeared recently
in the literature at different levels of coarse graining [9]
could make it possible to investigate the viscoelastic prop-
erties of truly long-chain polymers, comparable to those
encountered in practical polymer processing.

On the other hand, and despite the success of the pro-
posed methodology, still a number of issues remain. For
instance, while the GENERIC MC method can guide us in
the development of a more accurate viscoelastic model, a
good model would in turn facilitate the GENERIC MC
method by offering more accurate initial guesses for � for
a given shear rate. In the meantime, it would also be
worthwhile to put effort into clarifying if there exists a
general relation between � and strain rate under not only
shear but also other types of flow, taking again into account
the effect of chain length. This can be achieved only if all
three different methodologies (GENERIC MC, NEMD,
and macroscopic viscoelastic modeling) come together to
complement each other while simultaneously avoiding
empiricism.
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